Engineering of long length CsI:Tl scintillators for high energy physics
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It is shown that engineering of long length CsI:Tl scintillators for medium and high energy physics projects significantly depends on the primary performance of scintillation single crystal. In particular statistical study on several hundred samples for different project justify significant role of the Tl concentration. Tl concentration gradient along the bar and final finishing (stability of surface roughness for the light collection tuning) in the technology optimization for scintillator production. It is necessary to note, that any of these parameters are not taken into account in the Monte Carlo simulation (Geant 4) that usually use as the start point for the scintillator optimization.
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1. Introduction

Last decades CsI pure and Tl doped crystals dominated in medium and high energy physics (HEP) experiments due to ability of their mass production as bulky long length bars [1]. Such projects as BELLE [2], BaBar [3], FAZIA [4], GLAST [5] had very similar claim for the light output uniformity along the bar (i.e the minimal deviation of the signal $\Delta L$ from average) with the store of scintillation efficiency like the light output
— $L_Y$ and energy resolution — $R$). The new project — CALIFA [6] has to has even better uniformity then previous one and demonstrate the progress in the detector assembly performance.

Usually technology of uniformity access is based on preliminary simulation (Monte Carlo, like Geant4 [7, 8] or conventional estimation [9]) that has to demonstrate the surface roughness which will lead to the light output uniformity [10–12]. Later performance was reflected the state of the art with crystal finishing, stability of the surface conditions and reflector. At the same time simulations and experimental practice always based on the assumption that the crystal physical and optical parameters are always the same and have not act to the process of detector development.

This work is directed to analysis of statistical data and deviation of long scintillator performance from average due to the influence of host crystal parameters to the scintillation uniformity.

2. Experimental

The main data base cover few thousands CsI(Tl) samples for HEP projects [3] and [5]. Reference samples were prepared from the same quality raw material at the same technology [13]. All samples were cut and finished by the same technology too.

Absorption spectra and proper coefficient were measured at 10×25×45 cm samples (10 cm is the absorption length). Nevertheless Tl concentration in all samples was inside the plateau ($L = f(C_Tl)$) (14)] of the scintillation yield vs. activator concentration this value was measured by an optical method as well. All samples were selected to two groups: with the uniform Tl concentration along the bar with and non uniform distribution. Intrinsic stress level was tested by optical polarization technique (PKS-250 [15]).

The light output and energy resolution were measured at reflector (BHA film [16]) wrapped crystals with Hamamatsu R1306 PMT on the MCA Sugan [17]. There were three typical gamma sources with energies 511, 661.5 and 1275 keV. An optical pad from PMT and samples was used. The $L$ value was measured with non collimated source removed from the crystal at the distance that was equal to the crystal length. The data spread from point to point of irradiation was estimated as

$$\Delta L = (L_{s,\text{max}} - L_{s,\text{min}}) / L_{\text{ave}},$$

$$L_{\text{ave}} = N^{-1} \sum_{s=1}^N L_s.$$

The same 1″×1″ size CsI(Tl) detector was used as the reference crystal for all measurements. Spectrometry line allows sustain accuracy of $L$ measurements not worse than 0.285 %.

For the group with different h/d rate (length (h) to cross section (d) size) and uniform Tl distribution the percentage ($p$) (where $p = m/M$; $m$ is amount of samples with $\delta L_Y = 0$, $M$ is the total amount of samples) was estimated.

Refraction index ($n$) was evaluated by the optical microscope equipped with the indicator Logitec Basic (Model BG1110-3 (USA) [18]). The accuracy of the test for different optical glasses was not exceed $10^{-3}$. So, this accuracy has to be typical for our tests of $n_{CsI,Tl}$. Each data is the average result for at least 10 samples with the same Tl concentration in samples. The data spread at the range 10 % include the difference of non controllable harmful impurities (like Na⁺, for example) and errors in Tl concentration measurements.

3. Results

As the typical (for different shaped samples) the 1.0×4.5×22 cm³ CsI(Tl) bars ($h/d = 4.77$), were selected. The proper light output distribution of these crystals is shown at Fig. 1. It is necessary to note that it looks like two peaks histogram, nevertheless in accordance with general simulation it has to be one Gauss distribution peak.
Fig. 2. Light output difference measured at opposite bar entrances as a function of the Tl gradient.

Fig. 1 demonstrates that situation in large batches of detectors is not simple and we can propose that some third factors (except surface finishing) can deteriorate uniformity through formally similar crystals. First of all it is necessary to check the role of Tl concentration in CsI bars. It relates to even continuous growth technique [12] that allows minimizing the Tl non uniformity in the ingot comparing conventional Bridgman technique [19]. The measurements were completed with PMT matched to opposite sides of the CsI(Tl) long bars with simultaneous control of Tl content along the bar.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the different between $L_Y$, that were measured at different Tl concentration gradient ($V_C - \Delta Tl/\Delta x$). It has to be noted that even gradient free samples possess with some $\delta L_Y$.

This phenomenon reflects activator non uniformity and depends on the $h/d$ rate. This dependence is shown at Fig. 3. The frequency of deviation from $\delta L_Y = 0$ is rise up with increase of $h/d$ rate. (Note these measurements were made for the crystals with the uniform distribution of Tl ions along the crystals).

These data demonstrate some influence of small Tl ions non uniformity (in the range of the light output yield) on the light output uniformity. It can be supposed that even small changes of activator content can change crystal properties and later scintillation uniformity. The refraction index was chosen as non direct criteria of crystal internal structure (properties) change. This change (dependence of refraction index decrease with Tl concentration growth in CsI(Tl) crystal) is visible from Fig. 4. This trend is out from the spread and accuracy of the $n$ measurement.

**4. Discussion and conclusion**

Light output distribution of CsI(Tl) bars (Fig. 1) reflects complex influence of minimal deviation of crystal parameters on the probability of best crystal performance for the HEP detector application. The probability to reach an optimal result does not exceed 0.47 for the light output and even less (0.151) for energy resolution.

It means that in major cases the handle tuning of the surface reflectivity needs to compensate such deviations. It is necessary to select (except Tl concentration) yet at least two aspects that relates to the crystal structure itself. These are internal stress relaxation that can change the surface conditions and optical absorption at the emission wavelength. The first argument can be removed from analysis if a crystal sustains at stress relaxation condition during few weeks till the full surface relief. The second
parameter influence rise up with the bar length increase, when optical losses stay significant. The spread of absorption coefficient usually does not exceed for CsI (TI) crystals 0.05 cm⁻¹.

Refraction index selection as the criterion of the crystal deviation for an optimal (see Fig. 2, 4) has an integrated character. It includes not only TI content modifications but minimal changes of lattice parameter (Vegard's rule) and later changes of internal stresses. The data obtained demonstrated that accumulation of several "influence" factor can play an important role with h/d rate increase and it can be the reason for the second peak (see Fig. 1) appearance.

Finally it is necessary to note, that conventional modeling software [7, 8] do not include in the algorithm any of discussed above parameters or these parameters deviation form the average. It is shown that their role is not negligible and claim to be taken into account during detector design and engineering. This is why the state-of-the-art with crystal finishing is still the key element of the long length HEP detector production.
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